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T-5 Suspended Very Low
Luminance Luminaires

CLASS

Suspended luminaire with Indirect-Direct light
distribution.
Recommended for spaces where a medium
luminous intensity is needed, VDT, workspa-
ces halls, etc.
LUMINAIRE HOUSING: Made in extruded
aluminium profile with its natural grey colour.
With anti-corrosive treatment. According to
norm ENEC-10/VDE End-caps are finish in
silver powder coating (Ral 7001)
SUSPENSION SYSTEM: In 1250 mm. cable
lenght.

OPTIC: This linear prismatic microstructure
astonishes by its outstanding optical brillian-
ce and potential in solving deglaring pro-
blems. De-glaring in the direction perpendi-
cular to the prisms is reached by the special
symmetric shape of the prism. De-glaring in
the direction along the prism is performed by
total-reflection effects along the shaped
prism structure.
The linear prismatic structure is highly transpa-
rent and generates a double image of the fluo-
rescent lamp, what results in a reduced lumi-
nance. Furthermore the lamps are invisible
beyond a viewing angle of 60°. This is equal to
a complete deglaring of the lighting.

The prismatic versions of these luminaires
are particularly versatile lighting tools: they
offer colourmixing using coloured RGB T5
fluorescent lamps or daylight simulation
using white T5 fluorescent lamps with diffe-
rent temperatures like daylight, cool white
and warm white.
Three electronic control gears, one for each
lamp, are contained within the luminaire. The
best way how to control them is via DALI sig-
nal. A special diffuser using microprism tech-
nology ensures the optimum mixture of the
three primary colours as the light is emitted
from the luminaire.
FOR CONTINUOUS LINES: See page 11.
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T5-L/MICROPRISMA-
CONIC (CDP) 3x28W

2x...

3x...

RGB

W. A1 L1 H1 X Y
exclusive T5-L/MICROPRISMA 2 x 28 W. 330 1.188 55 148 1.159

exclusive T5-L/MICROPRISMA 2 x 54 W. 330 1.188 55 148 1.159

exclusive T5-L/MICROPRISMA 2 x 35 W. 330 1.488 55 148 1.459

exclusive T5-L/MICROPRISMA 2 x 49 W. 330 1.488 55 148 1.459

exclusive T5-L/MICROPRISMA 2 x 80 W. 330 1.488 55 148 1.459

exclusive T5-L/MICROPRISMA 3 x 28 W. 390 1.188 55 207 1.159

exclusive T5-L/MICROPRISMA 3 x 35 W. 390 1.488 55 207 1.459

exclusive Range T5-L/MICROPRISMA
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MOUNTING

Rotation symmetric de-glaring is archieved by compu-
ter determined shape of the cone. A completely cons-
tant deglaring in all anbles of the plane is offered is
rather opal and reduces luminance considerably, as
well in not deglared areas.

Microprisma-Line (LDP)

This linear prismatic microstructure astonishes by its
outstanding optical brilliance and potential in solving
deglaring problems. De-glaring in the direction along
the prism is performed by total-reflection effects along
the shaped prism structure.
The linear prismatic structure LDP is highly transparent
and generates a double image of the fluorescent lamp,
what results in a reduced lunminance. Furthermore the
lamps are invisible beyond a viewing angle of 60º. This
is equal to a complete deglaring of the lighting.

Microprisma-Conic (CDP)

The prismatic versions of these luminaires are particu-
larly versatile lighting tools: they offer colourmixing
using coloured RGB T5 fluorescent lamps or daylight
simulation using white T5 fluorescent lamps with diffe-
rent temperatures like daylight, cool white and warm
white. Three electronic control gears, one for each
lamp, are contained within the luminaire. The best way
how to control them is via DALI signal. A special diffu-
ser using microprism technology ensures the optimum
mixture of the three primary colours as the light is emit-
ted from the luminaire.
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